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Byzantine youth came under various instructors.   In the
early home years the 'pedagogue' slaves heard lessons recited,
or a mother, Theodote, helped her child Psellus.   St. John
Chrysostom speaks of the troubles of small scholars, labour-
ing with stylus and wax tablet.   Though university pro-
fessors were not allowed to teach private pupils, an ordinary
teacher, even if he might not teach in public, might open a
private school anywhere; John of Euchaita and Michael
Italicus taught in their houses, Libanius in a former shop.
Public teachers officiated in a basilica, church, or municipal
building.  Private and public teachers alike taught a variety
of subjects; the 'School'  might also be termed museum^
auditorium^ or didascaleion* The boys stood in line or sat on
benches or on the floor round the teacher's 'throne', holding
on their knees copies of the texts to be expounded. Teaching
at Antioch was in the forenoon.   At Berytus in the fifth
century and down to 533 classes were held every afternoon
except  Saturday and Sunday,  while the mornings were
devoted to preparation by the scholars. In St. Theodore the
Syceote's  village  the  boys  had  morning and afternoon
lessons and, unless kept in for bad work, went home to a
midday meal, an arrangement later advocated by Michael
Apostolius  (fifteenth  century).   Sometimes  they brought
food, which young ascetics, like St. Neophytus, would give
away  to  poorer  companions.    'Pedagogues'  from  home
escorted the richer boys and carried their books; when St.
Nicephorus's mother performed this office it was probably
because his way lay 'through the market' with its question-
able attractions.   The pupils read aloud or recited or held
discussions or wrote, as the master might order; some of their
lecture-notes still survive.   They had to answer questions
and might also ask them. Teachers composed verses to help
their scholars' memories; Psellus has left several, and a
contemporary of his fitted grammatical rules into the metre
of a hymn.  One School Catechism of the eleventh century
is presumably not typical, as the pupil is throughout scolded
for ignorance. The teacher here supplies both questions and
answers on grammar, rhetoric, philosophy including physics,
the q-uadrimum^ Platonism, Neoplatonism, and law.
The boy studying away from home lived in lodgings.

